Unit 2  Basic Skills  Lesson 5a  Spelling

**Sample**

A  The sports _______ is next week.
   A  banquet
   B  banquet
   C  banguet
   D  bancquet

B  F  not  allowed
   G  youngest child
   H  funny clown
   J  small scratch
   K  All correct

**TIPS**

Don’t spend too much time looking at the words. Pretty soon, they all begin to look like they are spelled wrong.

For Numbers 1 and 2, choose the word that is spelled correctly and best completes the sentence.

1  Jenny _______ the math test.
   A  paist
   B  passed
   C  passed
   D  passted

2  Peter _______ his shirt before going to the party.
   F  ironed
   G  ierned
   H  ironed
   J  irnded

For Numbers 3 and 4, read each phrase. Find the underlined word that is not spelled correctly. If all the underlined words are spelled correctly, mark “All correct.”

3  A  hotel lobby
   B  famous author
   C  steering wheel
   D  strange journey
   E  All correct

4  F  wrinkled shirt
   G  nursery school
   H  young coach
   J  useless idea
   K  All correct
Sample

A I'll vacuum the _______.
A carpet
B carput
C carpit
D carpet

B F successful inventor
G fake diamond
H beautiful horse
J draw a triangle
K All correct

Tips
Skip difficult items and come back to them later.

For Numbers 1 and 2, choose the word that is spelled correctly and best completes the sentence.

1 We'll be _______ after this run.
A thirsdy
B thirsty
C thursty
D thirstie

2 We were in a harmless _______ yesterday.
F accident
G acident
H accidint
J accadent

For Numbers 3 and 4, read each phrase. Find the underlined word that is not spelled correctly. If all the underlined words are spelled correctly, mark “All correct.”

3 A crowded stadium
B memorize words
C substitute teacher
D ancient ruins
E All correct

4 F hard to swallow
G happy occasion
H locate the station
J usually right
K All correct